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EDITORIAL

2013 was a good year for the ElringKlinger Group, crowned 

with encouraging growth in sales revenue. This success is a 

tribute first and foremost to your performance as employees 

of the company. I would like to take this opportunity to thank 

you for your dedication and committed contribution, also on 

behalf of my Management Board colleagues Theo Becker and 

Karl Schmauder.

The Asian vehicle market is booming. For many years 

now, ElringKlinger has maintained a solid and successful posi-

tion on this, the world’s largest continent. In 2013, we further 

strengthened our presence in the region. We laid the founda-

tion stone for a new plant in South Korea’s Gumi, we estab-

lished the sales company ElringKlinger (Thailand) Co. Ltd. 

in Bangkok and we inaugurated a new production building 

in Karawang, Indonesia. In Changchun, meanwhile, we cele-

brated our 20th anniversary. This issue of  includes a num-

ber of photographs of the inauguration and our family event.

Towards the end of 2013 our teams were out and about 

again at various trade shows and events in order to show-

case our innovative products. The International Motor Show 

(IAA) in Frankfurt/Main or, for the aftermarket segment, the 

Equip Auto in Paris were undoubtedly two of the highlights 

of the year in terms of trade fairs. Having said that, we also 

attended smaller events, such as symposia and career fairs. In 

this issue of  we have outlined the various trade shows 

attended by ElringKlinger in the last few months. 

Our health is our most precious asset, but managing the 

issues of health and work is often a balancing act – the onus is 

on us as a company and employer to create suitable framework 

conditions. Please read the latest article in our ”healthy + fit” 

series for suggestions on how to ”switch off ” after work and 

how to combat stress. Our editorial team has put together a 

few useful tips.

2013 also proved to be an eventful year for quite a few of you. 

A group of mountain-bikers crossed the Alps, seven colleagues 

from Dettingen/Erms represented our company at a tennis 

tournament in Stuttgart and one of our Spanish colleagues 

from Reus delivered an impressive performance as an actor. 

Read all about it in the section entitled ”people”.

We are looking forward with a sense of optimism to 

2014. Our sites in Germany as well as our foreign subsidiar-

ies and investees have reported solid orders for the coming 

months. The ElringKlinger Group is maintaining its pattern 

of growth. We will again be making appropriate investments 

over the course of this year, the focus being on creating an 

enjoyable, modern work environment for all our employees 

and ensuring that we are capable of meeting the challenge of 

future SOPs. As you can see, our company will once again be 

a hive of activity.

My Management Board colleagues and I hope you enjoy 

reading the latest issue of . The editorial team looks for-

ward to your feedback and many exciting suggestions for the 

summer edition of our magazine.
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ElringKlinger’s management team held their Annual Meeting 

in Dettingen/Erms on November 5 and 6, 2013. The program 

included workshops on issues such as the global aftermarket, 

the standardization of SAP processes and the ElringKlinger 

Standard Operation Model (ESOM 2.0), a process optimization 

project relating to technical service activities. There were also 

presentations on our worldwide sales strategy, on a range of 

business and service divisions and on the Group’s strategic 

focus. Despite the fact that overall vehicle production has only 

shown a modest rise, there were clearly grounds for satisfac-

tion among the management team, with several new product 

launches such as structural components made of plastic for 

cockpit and front-end. At the end of the meeting, the team 

could be found looking optimistically into the future – and into 

the camera. With 77 participants from 42 locations, the tradi-

tional group photograph was quite an intimate affair! Can you 

recognize them all? 

 ElringKlinger Management 

 Who is who? 

GROUP
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1 Andreas Brändle, Head of Corporate Communications 
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3 Michael Rücker, General Manager HURO Supermold S.R.L. and HURO Invest S.R.L.

4 Monika Ebner-Tiltscher, Head of Group Controlling

5 Beate Zika-Beyerlein, Head of R&D and Prototyping, Shielding Technology 
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6 Jörg Kosteyn, General Manager ElringKlinger USA, Inc.

7 Thomas Jessulat, Head of Finance and Affiliated Companies

8 Theo Becker, Member of the Management Board

9 Dr. Stefan Wolf, Chairman/CEO of the Management Board

10 Karl Schmauder, Member of the Management Board

11 Salvador Cervantes, General Manager ElringKlinger México, S.A. de C.V. 

12 Andreas Baumann, General Manager ElringKlinger Meillor SAS

13 Dave Masterman, General Manager Elring Parts Ltd.

14 Hans-Günther Eckert, General Manager ElringKlinger do Brasil Ltda.

15 Bo Sun, General Manager ElringKlinger Engineered Plastics (Qingdao) 

 Commercial Co., Ltd.

16 Humphrey Chen, General Manager ElringKlinger China, Ltd.

17 Tae-Kon Kim, General Manager ElringKlinger Korea Co., Ltd.

18 Otto Niestreu, Sales Director, Shielding Technology division

19 Raita Otomo, General Manager ElringKlinger Marusan Corporation

20 Patrick Zahn, Controller Affiliated Companies

21 Arthur Lebsack, Head of Affiliated Companies

22 Raik Lüder, General Manager ElringKlinger Kunststofftechnik GmbH

23 Thilo Müller, General Manager ElringKlinger Logistic Service GmbH

24 Bruno Malinek, General Manager ElringKlinger Abschirmtechnik (Schweiz) AG

25 Michael Eblenkamp, General Manager ElringKlinger North America, Inc.

26 Dr. Madhu Ranjan, General Manager ElringKlinger Automotive Components 
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35 Marcus Raimann, Manager Key Account Automotive Suppliers

36 Armin Diez, Head of Cylinder-Head Gaskets division and Head of Battery 

 Technology and E-Mobility division 

37 Markus Störzer, Head of Production Strategy

38 Harald Stauber, Plant Manager Thale 

39 Stephan Haas, Head of Investor Relations

40 Mark Fellmann, General Manager Hug Engineering AG

41 Roland Zentgraf, Plant Manager Langenzenn

42 Dr. Christof Dietborn, Head of Group HR department and Head of Group 

 Legal Affairs

43 Eugen Kübler, Plant Manager Lenningen

44 Martin Schuster, Head of Sales and Marketing, ElringKlinger 

 Kunststofftechnik GmbH 

45 Oliver Hofmann, Manager Global Account Ford and VCC

46 Klaus Bendl, Head of R&D, Elastomer Technology/Modules division 

47 Dr. Peter Lindner, General Manager Changchun ElringKlinger Ltd. 

48 Dr. Volker Wiedenhöft, Plant Manager Runkel

49 Heinz-Peter Rosing, Head of Quality and Environmental Management 

50 Jürgen Weingärtner, Head of Technical Service

51 Hans-Dieter Schwarz, Head of Aftermarket division 

52 Andreas Göppinger, Controller Affiliated Companies

53 Stefan Schötz, Head of Material Management

54 Yavuz Günaydin, General Manager ElringKlinger TR Otomotiv Sanayi ve 

 Ticaret A.Ş.

55 Joachim Götz, Sales Manager Overseas, Aftermarket division 

56 Ian Malcolm, General Manager ElringKlinger (Great Britain) Ltd.

57 Adrian Blessing, Sales Manager Italy, Aftermarket division

58 Dieter Pfeil, Sales Manager Western Europe, Aftermarket division

59 Günther Fermenta, Director Global Account GM, Fiat and Crysler

60 Mario Basora, General Manager ElringKlinger, S.A.U.

61 Thomas Bächle, General Manager ElringKlinger Canada, Inc. since 

 01/01/2014

62 Felix Lang, Head of International Project Management

63 Klaus Jakobus, Sales Manager Overseas, Aftermarket division 

64 Grant Stevens, Aftermarket ElringKlinger South Africa (Pty) Ltd. 

65 Arnd Huesmann, General Manager Elring Gaskets (Pty) Ltd.

66 Gernot Eichbaum, Head of Sales ElringKlinger Abschirmtechnik (Schweiz) AG

67 Adam Seipl, General Manager ElringKlinger Canada, Inc.

68 Stefan Schmid, General Manager ElringKlinger Kunststofftechnik GmbH

69 Harald Ohnesorg, Head of IT

70 Dr. Uwe Maier, Head of Fuel Cell Development 

71 Giovanni Carugati, General Manager ElringKlinger Italia Srl

72 Steffen Authaler, Manager Global Account Trucks

73 Garry Waite, Program Manager Elring Parts Ltd.

74 Gunther Wolf, Sales Manager Eastern Europe, Aftermarket division

75 Holger Schneider, General Manager ElringKlinger Engineered Plastics 
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76 Jan Groshert, Head of R&D, Battery Technology and E-Mobility division 

77 Dr. Gerald Eifler, General Manager ElringKlinger Motortechnik GmbH

Not pictured:

Andreas Werner, Manager Global Account VW Group

GROUP
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 Group Announcements – 
 People

 News ticker 

Andreas Baumann has been General Manager of ElringKlinger Meillor SAS 

(EKFR), which has locations in the French towns of Nantiat, Chamborêt and 

Poissy, with effect from November 1, 2013. His pertinent management expe-

rience includes a spell as General Manager of the ISOLITE Group, which 

specializes in high-temperature insulation technology and sealing systems. 

Andreas Baumann succeeds Markus Störzer, who, having assumed respon-

sibility for the executive management of EKFR on an interim basis, has now 

returned to his position as Head of Production Strategy in Dettingen/Erms.

Thomas Bächle, who has been with the Group for 13 years, became the 

General Manager of ElringKlinger Canada, Inc. (EKCA) on January 1, 2014.  

On joining the Group in August 2000, he was employed as a Project Engi-

neer for the Cylinder-Head Gaskets division in Dettingen/Erms. He was 

appointed Team Leader for manufacturing technology in October 2001 

before being posted to EKCA for three years in January 2003. Back in Ger-

many, Bächle worked as a Production Manager for the Cylinder-Head Gas-

kets division while simultaneously studying for an MBA, majoring in corpo-

rate management.

 Andreas  
 Baumann 

 Thomas 
 Bächle 

 September 2, 2013 

New talents at ElringKlinger: 42 apprentices and students from the Coop-

erative State University begin their working lives at ElringKlinger locations 

in Germany in various technical and business-related vocational training 

categories. 

 September 26, 2013 

Expansion of the parent company: Hummel Formen GmbH, based in Len-

ningen in the state of Baden-Wuerttemberg, is merged into ElringKlinger AG.

 November 13, 2013 

Dr. Stefan Wolf has a new post: the Managing Board of the German Associa-

tion of the Automotive Industry (VDA) elects him Vice-Chairman of the Advi-

sory Board (Manufacturer Group III) of which has been a member since 

2006. The Advisory Board, which is concerned with vehicle parts and acces-

sories, is one of the three Manufacturer Groups that make up the VDA. 

Alongside his membership of the VDA Managing Board, Dr. Wolf thus takes 

up an additional role in the association representing the common interests 

of automobile manufacturers and suppliers in Germany.
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 Megaprojects 
The job of ElringKlinger’s Technical Service teams is to over-

come logistical and technical challenges around the globe

Shaping up the technology to keep pace with growth

Their job is to make sure that production does not lag behind the potential 

for growth. In collaboration with each of the company’s divisions, the team 

at 2TB (Technology – Group Companies and Affiliates) manage plant and 

equipment standards, relocation projects and the implementation of new 

equipment throughout the world. Recently they have been busy in Mexico, 

where a new press for specialty and cylinder-head gaskets began series 

production in January 2014.

“The machine is similar to the press we installed in Runkel in 2012, 

but with a few modifications,” says Stefan Schäuffele, Manager Technical 

Support Affiliated Companies at 2TB. The dimensions were adjusted to suit 

the local manufacturing portfolio. With a dead weight of 260 metric tons, 

the new press provides up to 1,500 metric tons of stamping pressure. Cut-

ting-edge machine technology is standard. Tools can be adjusted for opti-

mum use. “That gives us maximum precision as well as shorter processing 

cycles,” explains Schäuffele. 

Stefan Schäuffele
Manager Technical Support Affiliated Companies.

Lengthy foundation work.

The first parts arrived in Toluca in mid-September 2013 after two years of 

planning. It took almost three months to transport the machine from Bretten 

in the German region of Baden to the Mexican highlands. “The gigantic 

press travelled over 1,200 kilometers by road and spent nearly three weeks 

at sea during the journey from Hamburg to Veracruz,” notes project man-

ager Mateus Vertu, recalling that unexpected changes in the weather can 

easily interrupt schedules. Just as the cargo arrived, the Mexican coast was 

being battered by two hurricanes at the same time. “The customs people 

had to wait,” he tells us. Assembling the press on site took another three 

months.

“Lots of people are involved when you are dealing with complex pro-

jects such as this,” says Vertu. “You have to coordinate the work of suppli-

ers and partners and make sure everyone is working to the same schedule. 

Communication is vital.” 

The next megaproject is already under way. The Group’s production 

site in Buford (USA) is due to take receipt of a similar press by the end of 

2014. 
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New centralized contact point for technical problems

Dealing with technical problems and questions about specific processes is all part of the 

day-to-day routine. Up to now, however, there has been no clearly designated Group 

contact point tasked with resolving those problems. This changed at the beginning of 

2014 with the introduction of the Global Technical Service Desk (GTSD), consisting of 

a seven-strong team in Dettingen/Erms. “From now on we will act as the central con-

tact point for any technical problems encountered by the Group’s worldwide production 

sites,” explains Wolfgang Rieger, Manager Process and Technology Consulting Affiliated 

Companies. The main objectives are to shorten the time required to find a solution and 

to avoid the unnecessary costs that can result from multiple handling of the issue and a 

lack of clarity over who is responsible within the organizational structure. The quality of 

feedback should also improve. The keys to success are clear communication structures, 

prioritization and fully documenting all new requests right from the beginning.

The documentation process starts as soon as a request is received by telephone 

or e-mail. At this point a service ticket is issued. “We guarantee that every request will 

be dealt with. Problems that have not yet been resolved remain visible in the system at 

all times,” explains Rene Hackbart, a member of the GTSD team. If a problem cannot be 

resolved immediately, it is assigned to a designated employee from the relevant division/

department, whose job is then to handle the request in line with the established SLA 

(Service Level Agreement). Once a solution has been found, the service ticket is closed 

with a note to indicate that it has been successfully resolved.

The benefits of the new system are perfectly clear. All ElringKlinger employees 

can now direct any technical problems they may have to a central office and expect a 

rapid solution, depending of course on the complexity of the issues involved. Drawing 

on lessons learned, we should be able to determine which problems arise more fre-

quently than others. In consultation with the relevant divisions, attempts will then be 

made to address their root causes.  would like to wish the GTSD team all the best 

in their new role.

Once the hardware is installed, the software team at 2TS 

(Process and Technology Consulting) led by Wolfgang Rie-

ger can spring into action. Since it was set up in 2011, this 

sub-division has grown non-stop and is currently dealing 

with a series of new challenges. 

Wolfgang Rieger
Manager Process and Technology 

Consulting Affiliated Companies.
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Staff members who encounter a technical problem or have a question about a particular 

process can contact the Global Technical Service Desk (GTSD) by calling +49 7123 724 9888 

or sending an e-mail to glb�technicalservicedesk@elringklinger�com. Where the GTSD is 

unable to resolve the issue directly, a specific contact person in the relevant business divi-

sion will be assigned to find a solution to the problem as quickly as possible.

Global Technical
Service Desk
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With every day that passes, the world is changing. We need 

new technologies to overcome the challenges of the future. 

What is it that enables ElringKlinger to create so many inno-

vative products that help to shape the future of mobility and 

make it cleaner, lighter, quieter and more resource-efficient?

Our new corporate video goes in search of answers. We 

present the Group’s products and solutions and the way they 

relate to the natural world. The idea and the concept involve 

highlighting analogies with our technologies and operat-

ing divisions. Our focus here is on the people who work for 

ElringKlinger – people who always strive to look and think 

further ahead, to tackle new subjects; people with the cour-

age to explore new frontiers. We selected five such employees 

Innovation brought to 
you by ElringKlinger

(Steffen Authaler, Michael Grewe, Dr. Michael Götz, Alexander 

Kerth and Beate Zika-Beyerlein) to take part in a busy sched-

ule of filming over three days. “I was looking forward to seeing 

what awaited us on the film set. I’m delighted to be part of 

ElringKlinger’s culture of innovation,” remarked Dr. Michael 

Götz, who works as a project engineer in the New Business 

Areas division.

The film covers all the Group’s core divisions, ranging 

from sealing technology to alternative drive systems such as  

e-mobility. We look at shielding systems, elastomer and plas-

tics technology, and of course the exhaust cleaning technol-

ogy developed by ElringKlinger’s subsidiary Hug Engineering 

AG. The film is enriched by a wealth of scenes and characters, 

The making of ElringKlinger’s new corporate film 

 An idea is born 
 The corporate film was a joint project between 

 visualization professionals and ElringKlinger’s own 

 people. 
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Different faces of the automotive industry

There are many different people driving the suc-

cess of the German automotive industry, with 

over 740,000 working in research and develop-

ment, production, management and sales. In rec-

ognition of their efforts, the German Association 

of the Automotive Industry (VDA) is once again 

including a portrait of some of these employees 

in its most recent annual report. The represent-

atives from ElringKlinger in Dettingen/Erms are 

Steffen Authaler, Leonardo Bruno, Sevim Güler, 

Désirée Hitzler and Helmut Sautter, who were all 

photographed for the report. As one of the VDA’s 

most important publications, the annual report 

looks back on the most significant events of the 

past automotive year. For instance, the German 

automotive industry achieved a new peak in sales, 

posting EUR 357 billion in 2012. Investments in 

research and development also reached a new 

level, amounting to over EUR 20 billion euros. 

With its campaign to highlight the different faces 

of the automotive industry, VDA is saying “thank 

you” to all employees on behalf of its member 

companies. 

Sevim Güler 
Machine operator in the Cylinder-Head 

Gaskets division at Dettingen/Erms.

forming a powerful and logically structured collage that por-

trays both the diverse nature of a modern technology company 

and the people who live out that philosophy. 

The new corporate film was premiered in September 2013 at 

the IAA Cars trade fair. It will be screened at future events, 

talks and presentations, where it will speak of the power of 

innovation and the courage to go beyond frontiers. 

“ElringKlinger stands for creative 
solutions, ground-breaking technology 

and the personal commitment of 
our employees� Our new corporate video 

showcases all this perfectly,”
says Chairman and CEO Dr� Stefan Wolf�

VDA Annual Report 2013
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 Celebratory launch 
 in Indonesia 



KONZERN

 Plant opens in the Land of 1,000 Islands 

For many years, Asia has been one of the most important mar-

kets for the vehicle industry. Numerous automobile manufactur-

ers and automotive suppliers have been establishing their own 

production facilities in Indonesia and ElringKlinger AG has 

now joined them. Our new plant, a subsidiary of ElringKlinger  

Marusan Corporation (EKMA) of Japan, formally opened in 

Karawang on October 29, 2013.

CEO Dr. Stefan Wolf, Management Board member Karl 

Schmauder and EKMA General Manager Raita Otomo pressed 

the buzzer to signal the start of the celebrations, which had 

a typically Indonesian flavor: traditional music, dancers in 

national costume and many floral arrangements ensured an 

atmos pheric occasion. After the official opening, guests had a 

chance to look around the new factory premises. 

With this production facility for cylinder-head gaskets, 

specialty gaskets and heat shields, ElringKlinger has posi-

tioned itself in the heart of the booming ASEAN region (Asso-

ciation of Southeast Asian Nations). In future, the company 

will supply not only Indonesian clients but also – above all –  

Japanese  car and truck manufacturers. “We want to be as close 

to our customers as possible to guarantee smooth working rela-

tions at all times,” explained Dr. Stefan Wolf. Whatever comes 

next, the plant opening was a great start for the Karawang 

site. 

15

PT� ElringKlinger Indonesia
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30 years of
Hug
Global success through pioneering spirit

In 1983, Hans Thomas Hug started a one-man business with a vision of 

“cleaning all exhaust gases”. Today, some 30 years on, the former start-up is 

acknowledged as a global technology company. Drawing on his ingenuity, Hans 

Thomas Hug was instrumental in driving the expansion of his company, which 

now has more than 150 employees working to turn visions into reality in the 

fields of development, production and sales. At its anniversary celebrations, 

Hug Engineering AG thanked the customers, suppliers and staff members 

who have played a part in the firm’s success through their innovative flair, 

perseverance and loyalty. 

The impressive Hug premises, and the 

marquee.
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Grüezi, customers and suppliers!

That was the greeting awaiting some 150 international guests 

on September 5, 2013. The official part of the day for clients 

and suppliers began with addresses from Dr. Stefan Wolf, CEO 

of ElringKlinger AG, and Hug General Manager Mark Fell-

mann. “We would like to extend our deepest thanks to all our 

business partners for the trust and loyalty they have shown 

us over many years,” said Fellmann. Company founder Hans 

Thomas Hug looked back on “thirty years of exhaust gas puri-

fication” – sometimes difficult but ultimately very successful. 

In the afternoon, factory tours were on the agenda along 

with many other attractions, including live music and a “flying 

apéro” (mixture of small warm and cold dishes). The big high-

light, though, was a spectacular 15-minute fireworks display.

Open day for employees and families 

Queues formed outside the marquee as soon as it opened 

on Saturday, September 7, 2013, as around 350 enthusiastic 

visitors attended an open day. All employees and their fam-

ily members had been cordially invited to gain insights into 

the production of filters, catalysts and complete exhaust gas 

cleaning systems. For family members, the day also presented 

a chance to acquaint themselves with their relatives’ work-

place. A wonderful late summer’s day was rounded off with a 

convivial get-together over food and drink as well as entertain-

ment for all ages.

Positive feedback from guests on both the Thursday and the 

Saturday was confirmation of a highly accomplished anniver-

sary celebration. Hug Engineering would like to thank every-

one who contributed to the success of these fantastic events. 

(Silke Schilp)

Hug General Manager Mark Fellmann 

greets the many invited customers and 

suppliers.

Spectacular fireworks mark the 30th anni-

versary of Hug.

An absorbing tour of the ceramics lab.

Tuneful entertainment included swing, 

bossa nova and much more.
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ElringKlinger AG invested a total of EUR 7 mil-

lion in a 5,000-square-meter facility for exhaust 

gas purification at its Thale site, as well as a  

year and a half of planning and construction. The 

new production and logistics building was for-

mally opened with a small celebration on Octo-

ber 11, 2013. 

“This is a fantastic facility,” stated CEO Dr. 

Stefan Wolf in his opening address to the invited 

guests, customers and suppliers. Construction 

was not without its difficulties: the facility had to 

be built even as production operations continued. 

Plant Manager Harald Stauber duly thanked all 

members of staff and the companies involved in 

the building work for their flexibility and commit-

ment over the construction period.

The technical fittings of the facility, which were 

pointed out during a tour of the premises, will 

guarantee the production of high-quality metal 

housings for exhaust gas cleaning systems. 

Employees can also look forward to modernized 

office space and social rooms and a fully refur-

bished heating and air-conditioning system.

Meanwhile, the new building will serve to 

boost the staffing level steadily from its current 

level of 54. The Thale plant expects to generate 

sales of around EUR 11.2 million in fiscal year 

2013. “We are happy to be here because we 

believe in the dedication of our people and value 

their professional skills,” said Dr. Wolf, who did 

not rule out another expansion building in the 

near future: neighboring plots have already been 

acquired.

Plant Manager Harald Stauber (3rd from 

right) and Matthias Wald (left) guide visitors 

around the new production and logistics 

facility.

New building for 
cleaner exhaust gases

Opening celebrated in Thale
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On April 17, 2013, everything in the South Korean city of 

Changwon revolved around solid supplier relations: for the first 

time after the completion of the full takeover of the joint venture 

by ElringKlinger on February 1, 2013, the Korean subsidiary 

invited their suppliers to engage in discussion and dialog. 

Representatives of 16 suppliers to ElringKlinger Korea 

Co., Ltd. (EKKO) arrived at the renowned Dragon Hotel to gain 

first-hand information and get to know the ElringKlinger team. 

EKKO General Manager Tae-Kon Kim reported on the latest 

developments and set out the ElringKlinger vision and busi-

ness strategy. He also described in detail the construction of 

the new plant at Gumi and spoke about the company’s pur-

chasing policy and quality targets.

The event, which in the future will be held once a year, 

was very well received by guests.

ElringKlinger Korea

Supplier management
a key priority
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H.D. Lenzen confirmed as supplier of the year for 2012

Small but mighty

Here’s confirmation that smaller companies can 

succeed against the competition too: the prize for 

ElringKlinger AG’s best supplier of 2012 went to 

H.D. Lenzen Bandverzinkung GmbH & Co. KG. 

The supplier from Hagen in the state of 

Nordrhein-Westfalen, Germany – with a work-

force of just 60 – produces electrolytically galva-

nized steel bands for customers around the globe. 

For ElringKlinger, the material is an important 

component in the manufacture of specialty gas-

kets in Dettingen/Erms and Runkel. 

“In view of the company’s excellent quality, 

high level of delivery reliability, incredible flexi-

bility and the total commitment of its employees, 

choosing the best of nearly 300 suppliers was 

an easy decision,” said Olav Hahn of the Sup-

plier Quality Management unit, speaking at the 

award ceremony on July 17, 2013, in Dettingen/

Erms. “Time and again, the team at H.D. Lenzen 

has managed to supply our plants with the right 

quantities of high-quality materials as scheduled, 

despite the usual supply bottlenecks within the 

steel market,” said Head of Materials Manage-

ment Stefan Schötz, underlining the outstanding 

performance of the top supplier. (Martina Elsner)

Regular feature on the agenda of ElringKlinger AG – 
the award ceremony for supplier of the year (from left) 

Stefan Schötz, Head of Material Management; Andreas 

Rinke, Material Planning at H.D. Lenzen; Bettina Westig, 

Sales and Distribution at H.D. Lenzen; Peter Plobst, 

Management Board of H.D. Lenzen; Martina Elsner, 

Strategic Purchasing; Sascha Siekmann, Management 

Board of H.D. Lenzen; Olav Hahn, Supplier Quality 

Management; Lars Flammer, Operational Purchasing.
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Birthday greetings on a big scale
ElringKlinger staff and their families presented their birthday 

greetings on a huge card that will remain on display in a meeting 

room to remind everyone of the big day and the success it 

represents.

Sino-German big band
The celebratory program included a 

variety of events.

Pull! 
A total of eight teams took part in the 

tug of war, with victory finally going to 

the Elastomer Technology/Modules team 

after a hard-fought contest against the 

Cylinder-Head Gaskets team.
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Almost exactly 20 years to the day since the company received an 

operating license from the provincial authorities, the employees 

of Changchun ElringKlinger Ltd. (CEK) celebrated the 20th birth-

day of the Chinese company together with their families.

Accompanied by ElringKlinger AG’s CEO Dr. Stefan Wolf 

and his Management Board colleague Theo Becker, General 

Manager Dr. Peter Lindner also welcomed local government and 

union representatives. In his address, Dr. Wolf highlighted the 

ElringKlinger Group’s global profile, which allows it to meet the 

needs of all its customers around the world at any time. 

Wang Dapeng, Vice-Director of the Management Board of 

the Economic and Development Zone in the north-east of Chang-

chun, was clearly impressed by the growth achieved at CEK, 

which has increased its sales revenue by a factor of ten since 

2004. Dr. Lindner thanked the Group’s Management Board, not-

ing its consistent support for China as a production center, and all 

the plant’s employees. “Our success to date would not have been 

possible without the commitment of each and every one of you,” 

he stressed, adding that a positive working atmosphere and staff 

development were top priorities.

Family celebrations to 
mark 20th anniversary

ElringKlinger now firmly established in the Detroit of the East

Plans for future production in China are well set out and 

involve further expansion in Changchun. The plant will be 

extended onto a neighboring site in 2014 and 2015 to provide 

further storage capacity for tools and machinery. It will also 

house an additional production facility for cylinder-head and 

specialty gaskets, heat shields and plastic housing modules. 

Another item on the agenda is the expansion of tool produc-

tion capacity to allow the company to respond even more rap-

idly to new orders. There are also plans for extra research and 

development capacity at the site in the area of flat gaskets.

As part of the celebrations, 37 employees of the com-

pany’s original workforce were given awards by Dr. Lindner, 

union leader Wang Zilian and CEK’s joint owner Yuzhi Liu. The 

program of events to mark the occasion was entirely organized 

by the workforce itself and included a tug of war and a bouncy 

castle.
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By employees for employees
New series of in-house training courses

Rapt attention
Roland Mailänder (3rd from left) passes on his expertise 

at an in-house seminar on Metaloflex™ cylinder-head 

gaskets.

Technology know-how was the main focus of 

a series of in-house training courses offered 

by ElringKlinger in 2013 and available for the 

first time across the world. The thematic teach-

ing units are designed to meet the needs of 

the ElringKlinger Group and are conducted by 

employees for employees. The aim is to use and 

disseminate existing knowledge efficiently.

Sales personnel from our Chinese plants 

in Changchun and Suzhou and from India and 

Japan, for example, followed an intensive nine-

day training course in mid-2013, in which they 

learned about our sites in Dettingen/Erms, Run-

kel, Langenzenn and Sevelen. There were ses-

sions covering products, production processes 

and quality features as well as project manage-

ment, SAP basics, the contract system and sales 

know-how.

In November twelve employees from Det-

tingen/Erms, Changchun and Changwon took 

part in a one-week course at the Group’s head-

quarters – entitled “Familiarization of New Staff 

with the ElringKlinger Group’s Product and Pro-

duction Range”.

Looking forward, the aim is to hold pro-

fessional development courses of this kind on a 

regular basis. There are also plans to expand the 

range of seminars for 2014. (Anja Geiselhart)

International sales strategies in the spotlight

Tier 1 conference

“Tier 1 Key Account is well on the way to becom-

ing one of the strongest sales units of the  

ElringKlinger Group,” believes Marcus Raimann, 

Manager Key Account Automotive Suppliers. 

Indeed, some eight percent of global consolidated 

revenue is generated through business dealings 

with manufacturers of transmissions, exhaust sys-

tems, pumps and turbochargers. The aim of the 

gathering of Sales Managers, Key Account Man-

agers and 35 sales employees from ElringKlinger  

sites around the world was to improve inter-

national networking while agreeing on a clear 

vision of development for Tier 1 business in the 

future.

Which products are already performing well 

within the market for ElringKlinger? Which com-

ponents and customer groups are showing prom-

ise? Are there any country-specific particularities 

that need to be taken into account as the interna-

tional dimension of sales activity expands? The 

group that came together in Dettingen/Erms on 

September 9 and 10, 2013, tackled these and 

other issues. 

“Tier 1 business has great potential, and 

that also applies to the markets of Asia, North 

America and South America,” continues Raimann. 

“The input we received and the strategies we 

developed together will help us stimulate further 

growth in this area.” 

Alongside the conference, a traditional 

medieval banquet at “Hohen Neuffen Castle” also 

provided the opportunity for those attending the 

event to get to know each other better. The plan 

is to repeat the event on a regular basis. 
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Our own concept car

The shape of the future
ElringKlinger’s communication visuals make use of a concept car devel-

oped in-house. Our aim was to produce a car that symbolizes the future 

shape of mobility – with ElringKlinger technology inside, of course. The 

In future, we plan to use the concept car as a central plank of our com-

munications strategy across different media. Whether in print (advertising 

and brochures) or in digital form (on the internet and as an interactive tool 

projected onto the walls at trade fairs), the possibilities are almost endless.

three-dimensional model is designed to showcase our expertise in the 

field of engines, transmissions, electromobility, the exhaust tract and the 

underbody. 

From the initial sketch through to the completed 3D 
model and a high-impact communications tool 
ElringKlinger’s new concept car. An idea is born.

The vehicle can be incorporated into just 

about any background imaginable in a way 

that is appropriate for the target group and 

the intended message.
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The last few months of the year tend to be quite hectic, with a busy 

schedule of events and trade fairs at which we showcase our pro-

ducts for the original equipment market and the aftermarket to 

interested customers. Smaller symposiums, conferences and recruit-

ment events are also scattered across the calendar in fall. This issue 

of  looks back at the events in which ElringKlinger was involved 

over the last season. Alongside major attractions such as the Inter-

national Motor Show and the Equip Auto, we traveled to numerous 

other important events. 

 Fall 2013: 
 trade shows galore 
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The main highlight of the 2013 trade fair calendar 

was the 65th International Motor Show in the Ger-

man city of Frankfurt/Main, at which ElringKlinger 

presented its entire range under the overarching 

slogan “It’s all about emissions”. 

 We showcased our technologies in 

five different groups: Lightweight Construction, 

Acoustic and Thermal Shielding Systems/Ther-

mal Management, Downsizing, Exhaust Gas 

Purification and E-mobility. The list of new prod-

ucts developed by ElringKlinger in these areas 

included a plastic oil suction pipe fitted with a 

screen filter for high-powered sports cars, low-

noise shielding systems from our ElroCoustic™ 

range for the vehicle body and chassis, mica- and 

graphite-based volume seals for exhaust gas and 

turbocharger applications and a plastic housing 

for energy storage units. 

Our new exhibition booth featured a much more 

open design and for the first time included our 

own recruitment point. On September 14, 2013, 

we organized a visit to the International Motor 

Show, together with a tour of our booth and a 

light snack, for 50 students of technical subjects 

at Reutlingen University. 

 “We presented many of our innovative 

products in the fields of environmentally friendly 

mobility and CO2 reduction and managed to 

generate a good deal of enthusiasm among our 

customers and visitors,” noted Karl Schmauder 

of the Management Board. One of those visitors 

was Baden-Wuerttemberg’s State Premier Win-

fried Kretschmann. Together with a federal state 

delegation, Kretschmann showed considerable 

interest in our products.

��� 
...

. . .

65th International Motor Show 
Frankfurt  / Main, Germany

SEPTEMBER 12-22
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September

28-29
2013

September

30 -
October

2
2013

Once again, we sent a team to showcase our pro-

ducts at the 2013 Battery + Storage, the international 

trade fair for battery and energy storage technologies. 

During his tour of the fair, Baden-Wuerttemberg’s 

Transport Minister Winfried Hermann (right) was 

clearly impressed by the performance of our battery 

components and cell contact systems and by our solu-

tions for fuel cell systems. Hermann has set himself 

the target of making Baden-Wuerttemberg a pioneer 

in the field of e-mobility. 

 Our team established many interesting con-

tacts and held some very promising discussions over 

the three days of the fair at the Messe Stuttgart exhi-

bition center. We plan to be there again in 2014. 

Wessels + Müller 
Vehicle Workshop Fair  
Berlin, Germany

SEPTEMBER 28-29

Battery + Storage  
Stuttgart, Germany

SEPTEMBER 30 -  OCTOBER 2

September

27
2013

September

8-9
2013

Inter Cars Aftermarket Fair  
Warsaw, Poland

SEPTEMBER 8-9

September

13-15
2013

September

14
2013

September

24
2013

Wessels + Müller  
Vehicle Workshop Fair  
Münster/Osnabrück, Germany

SEPTEMBER 13-15

AD Sverige 
Aftermarket Fair
Varberg, Sweden

SEPTEMBER 14

Career Information Fair  
Neckartenzlingen High 
School, Germany

SEPTEMBER 24

Training Information Fair  
Reutlingen Commercial 
School, Germany

SEPTEMBER 27
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The main focus of our presentation at the Equip 

Auto was on the company’s high-performance 

service concept “Elring+”, which provides best-

in-class support for vehicle dealers and mecha-

nics. Equip Auto is the most important industry 

meeting point for retailers, manufacturers and 

workshops in the European aftermarket. 

This year we held our first-ever evening 

event, at which we offered our customers a 

selection of French delicacies and drinks to 

create a more relaxed atmosphere at the end of 

the day. The soirée was accompanied by studio 

performances from jazz, rock and pop musici-

ans projected in ultra high-definition onto four 

large screens.

October

7-9
2013

October

11-13
2013

October

15-16
2013

October

12-13
2013

October

15-17
2013

Aachen Colloquium Automobile 
and Engine Technology
Aachen, Germany

OCTOBER 7 -  9

CARAT Trade Fair  
Kassel, Germany

OCTOBER 11 -  13

Annual General Meeting of Members of the Trade 
Association Gesamtverband Autoteile-Handel e�V�
Hannover, Germany

OCTOBER 15 -  16

Stahlgruber 
Exhibition  
Sindelfingen, Germany

OCTOBER 12 -  13

AD Benelux Aftermarket Fair 
Oosterhout, Netherlands

OCTOBER 15 -  17

October

16-20
2013

Equip Auto  
Paris, France

OCTOBER 16 -  20
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October

23
2013

University Recruitment Fairs  
Aalen and Karlsruhe, Germany

OCTOBER 23

 Aalen, Karlsruhe and Sigmaringen were just three of the universities at which we held recruitment 

 events in 2013. Our HR team talked to students from a range of disciplines about the career 

 opportunities available to them at ElringKlinger AG. We also took part in a number of careers 

 information days for schools, at which we provided pupils with information about the company’s 

 apprenticeships and dual work/study options. These recruitment events were followed by a flurry of 

 applications for training and study, internships, thesis work and full-time positions. 

 Recruitment Fairs in 2013 

October

25-27
2013

COLERtechnika  
Muenster, Germany

OCTOBER 25 -  27

November

6-7
2013

Careers Information Days 
Reutlingen Chamber of Industry 
and Commerce, Germany

NOVEMBER 6 -  7

FTZ In-house Trade Fair  
Odense, Denmark

NOVEMBER 6 -  7

November

9-10
2013

Stahlgruber 
Exhibition  
Nuremberg, Germany

NOVEMBER 9 -  10

COPARTS Profi Service Tage 
Trade Fair
Frankfurt  / Main, Germany

NOVEMBER 9 -  10

October

19-20
2013

VmA Technika
Nuremberg, Germany

OCTOBER 19 -  20

PV-LIVE Aftermarket Fair 
Hannover, Germany

OCTOBER 19 -  20

Neimcke In-house Trade Fair  
Muehldorf, Germany

OCTOBER 19 -  20

OCTOBER 19 -  20

Wessels + Müller 
Vehicle Workshop Fair  
Munich, Germany
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November

13
2013

November

22-23
2013

KORJAAMO Aftermarket 
Trade Fair 
Örum, Finland

NOVEMBER 22 -  23

November

23
2013

University Recruitment Fair
Reutlingen, Germany

NOVEMBER 23

December

3-4
2013

12th International CTI 
Symposium 
Berlin, Germany

DECEMBER 3 -  4

Hummel-Formen presented some of its 

new products and innovative solutions in 

the fields of plastics engineering, mold 

construction and design at this year’s Euro-

Mold from December 3 to 6. Without doubt, 

the center of attention at our booth was a 

huge injection molding tool (2,070 x 1,700 

x 1,080 millimeters) weighing eight tons. 

Looking ahead at 2014, the Hum-

mel-Formen events team will make its 

debut at the Fakuma international trade 

fair for plastics processing.

University Recruitment Fair 
Albstadt-Sigmaringen, Germany

NOVEMBER 13

December

3-6
2013

December

6-7
2013

AD Open Aftermarket Fair
Kiev, Ukraine

DECEMBER 6 -  7

EuroMold  
Frankfurt/Main, Germany

DECEMBER 3 -6  



 Patented 
 solutions 
Patents are intended to protect smart technical solutions from copycats. They guarantee 

inventors and companies exclusive rights to use or market the invention for a number of 

years. In  No. 6 we reported on just such a patented solution. In forthcoming issues 

we plan to introduce other ElringKlinger inventors and their “protected” innovations to 

illustrate how inventor expertise is an asset that holds much promise for the future. 

Series: 
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An unbeatable seal even 
under high pressure

It may look non-descript but is actually pure high-tech: the gasket on the 
high-pressure fuel injection pump separates oil and fuel and therefore helps 
ensure a cleaner combustion process� Thanks to its ingenious geometry, the 
component is one of the market’s leading products ”made by ElringKlinger”� 
This innovative sealing system has been patented since 2012�

The double-sided gasket on the piston of the high-pressure pump is a crucial 

component. In fuel-injected engines it prevents engine oil from getting into the 

combustion chamber and burning, as this would cause soot or coke deposits 

on the valves. Conversely, it also prevents fuel from escaping from the engine 

compartment and diluting the lubricating oil to such an extent that the engine 

can be damaged. 

The sealing system has to meet very stringent requirements. The gasket 

is constantly exposed to high-pressure and must be capable of withstanding 

pressures of up to 20 bar and temperature variations of -40 to +150°C. At the 

same time, it is supposed to function as reliably as possible for the longest pos-

sible period. Such extreme conditions call for suitable materials such as filled 

components made of polytetrafluoroethylene, or PTFE compounds for short, as 

well as a special configuration. 

In the latest generation of ElringKlinger gaskets a special sealing edge pro-

file ensures an almost leak-free seal. “This is the only way to comply with the 

stringent EU exhaust gas standards Euro 5 and Euro 6,” says Klaus Hocker, 

Key Account Manager Automotive at ElringKlinger Kunststofftechnik GmbH. 

Together with Walter Schuhmacher, Team Leader Product Development, he 

gave the gasket its ingenious groove structure.

They came up with the new solution during a joint brainstorming ses-

sion in 2005. “After the initial ideas had been drafted we built a sample,” relates 

Klaus Hocker. “We then tried it out and made further improvements.” Our keen 

inventors quickly realized that their system was miles ahead of the state of the 

art. With the assistance of ElringKlinger Patent Management they filed a patent 

application for their invention in November 2006 and obtained pan-European 

patent protection on May 30, 2012. 

Since then the component has not only been successfully marketed and 

installed in Germany, France, Italy and the UK but also in the USA, China and 

Japan. According to patent manager Dr. Martin Nedele, the innovative gasket 

has already notched up sales of EUR 15 million since it was launched on the 

market.

31

PTFE seal
installed on the piston of a high-pressure pump.
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A car trip that paid off
Time to say Goodbye

Perfect sealing contour after 15 years of use.

15 years of loyal service
ElringKlinger’s earliest cam cover 

was fitted to the Ford Escort 

convertible belonging to Karl 

Schmauder of ElringKlinger’s 

Management Board.

The company won its first order for a prototype plastic cam 

cover at the beginning of 1998 – for the Ford Motor Company. 

At the time, ElringKlinger had no plastic injection-molding 

equipment, so the first prototype components were molded 

by Hummel-Formen in Lenningen. One of these cam covers 

was immediately fitted into the Ford Escort convertible belon-

ging to Karl Schmauder, who then drove it to Cologne on the 

agreed delivery date together with ten samples, the aim being 

to demonstrate the performance of our plastic cam cover to 

the Ford management team in the hope that they would place 

an order for series production. 

The venture proved to be a long-term success. Ford’s 

technical experts and purchasing managers were astonished, 

to say the least, when they not only received personal and 

timely delivery of the specified prototypes for the Zetec engine 

but were also able to examine the plastic cam cover fitted to 

the Ford Escort convertible.  

From 0 to 100 in 13 months

That was the beginning of a success story for our cam covers. 

Just 13 months elapsed from the initial development stage in 

February 1998 through to their incorporation into series pro-

duction models in March 1999, a tremendous result that was 

made possible by the efforts of a highly motivated team. Ford 

was delighted and rewarded ElringKlinger with a large num-

ber of substantial follow-up orders.

15 years later, Karl Schmauder has now removed the 

cam cover from his ageing Ford Escort convertible, although 

it will remain on display at the Elastomer Technology/Modules 

division in Dettingen/Erms – a reminder of one car trip that 

certainly paid off.

The gradual shift away from metal components in vehicle production towards lightweight plastic parts began in the late 1990s. 

ElringKlinger set up its Elastomer Technology/Modules division in 1997. Karl Schmauder, who led the division, was determined 

to expand beyond the production of elastomer and metal-elastomer parts into a completely new field involving the manufacture 

of high-performance plastic components for the vehicle engine and transmission.
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Working in close cooperation with a major car manufacturer, ElringKlinger has developed 

innovative polymer-metal hybrid components for cockpit and front-end applications

33

Cockpit cross-car beams, front-end carriers and front-end adapters are 

the components that are currently the focus of the “HFH” international 

project team, consisting of ElringKlinger staff from Dettingen/Erms and 

Lenningen (Germany), Leamington (Canada) and Suzhou (China) as well 

as several employees of a major customer within the automobil industry. 

“HFH” stands for “Hydroformed Hybrid”, i.e. hybrids produced by means 

of hydroforming. This innovative production method is being deployed at 

ElringKlinger for the first time. At a pressure of up to 1,000 bar a liquid 

medium is pressed into a metal tube contained in a closed mold. The high 

pressure essentially causes the tube to expand and change shape according 

to the geometry of the mold. 

Even if the hydroforming (HFH) process has given the project its 

name, there is another equally important process behind it: plastic injec-

tion-molding. The new ElringKlinger products are known as structural com-

ponents or polymer-metal hybrids (PMH) produced in a combination mold 

tool that combines the two processes of hydroforming and plastic injec-

tion-molding in just one step. This globally pioneering technology, which 

is protected by numerous patents, was developed by the above-mentioned 

customer. Its vehicles are to be equipped with the new ElringKlinger hybrid 

components. It works as follows: an extruded, thin-walled aluminum tube 

is placed into the mold by means of an automated process. After the two 

halves of the mold are closed the interior of the tube is filled with a fluid 

at high pressure, which causes it to expand and assume the exact shape 

required. The injection-molding process then begins in the same mold cav-

ity. Molten plastic is injected into the mold under pressure and temperature 

and then solidifies in the cavity and around the deformed tube. The hybrid 

part is then removed automatically and transferred to the downstream pro-

cessing stages.

 A strong bond: 
 plastic meets 
 metal 
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Making use of synergies

Structural components made of plastic and metal combine the strengths of both materials. They offer 

the benefits of reduced weight, excellent contouring and dimensional accuracy with minimal toler-

ances, enhanced flexural and buckling strength in the event of a crash, complex geometries, reduced 

number of separate parts due to multifunctionality, time saved thanks to integration of several process 

stages in one step, reduced use of material, and as a result lower costs.

The “HFH” team is currently working on five structural components for automotive markets in 

China, North America and South Africa. It is planned to produce them at the ElringKlinger facilities in 

Suzhou (China) and Leamington (Canada). Extensive investments are being made at both these loca-

tions. For example, at Suzhou the first manufacturing lines are set to be ready by mid-2014, with pro-

duction of three structural components due to start at the turn of the year, to be followed by another 

two parts at the end of 2015. At the Leamington site, serial production is scheduled to begin in the 

second half of 2015. (Christoph Lakeit)
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The front-end carrier generally functions 

as a module support for components in  

the front end of the vehicle. This mainly 

includes headlights, bumpers and radiator 

grille and the engine cooling and air  

conditioning components located behind 

them.

The cockpit cross-car beam safely con-

nects the vehicle cockpit components with 

the body via the A-pillars, allowing this 

module carrier to provide interfaces to  

instrument panel, steering column, heating  

and ventilation module, airbags, glove  

compartment, center console and other 

interior features.
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“We took advantage of the option of acquiring the equip-

ment of a former supplier at a good price. This was a unique 

opportunity for us to produce the transmission control plates 

entirely in future at our plant in Nantiat,” says Alain Retière, 

Technical Director at EKFR. “All that we had to do was retrofit 

a degreasing station and an automatic removal unit at the end 

of the production line.”

After die-cutting, the resulting transmission plate blanks 

run through a deburring machine, then into a washing tunnel, 

before they pass through the new degreasing station. Unlike 

conventional systems containing solvents, the new unit uses a 

pressurized steam jet to clean the components. This is more 

environmentally-friendly and far cheaper than a solvent-based 

system. A further advantage of the hot steam process is that 

the plates heat up during the procedure and water streaks 

evaporate immediately, so there is no need for downstream 

drying.

“Green” highlight in production

The parts pass through the degreasing system at a rate of seven 

meters per minute and are “blasted” with hot steam from a 

very large number of nozzles arranged at different angles. 

Although the entire procedure is fully enclosed the result is 

clearly visible: a gleaming, grease-free transmission control 

plate that is then lifted by a gripper and stacked for packing. 

The new unit has been operating for a good six months 

and is running perfectly. In 2014, 1.5 million transmission con-

trol plates are set to be produced for customers such as Borg-

Warner, VW and Getrag-Ford. Customer acceptance inspec-

tions went smoothly. (Markus Störzer)

ElringKlinger Meillor SAS (EKFR) is making an ecological statement with its 

production of transmission control plates. At the beginning of 2013, EKFR 

started producing the control plates completely in-house and in the process 

also integrated a degreasing system that works entirely without solvents.

Nantiat, France

TECHNOLOGY
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”This production cell really is unique,” enthuses Eugen Kübler, 

Plant Manager in Lenningen. Whereas many products of other 

business divisions are manufactured in very large quantities 

(e.g. around 30,000,000 Metaloflex™ multi-layer steel cyl-

inder-head gaskets at all sites), the focus in Lenningen is on 

small-scale batch production. Meanwhile, the customer base 

includes a number of well-known car manufactures. Although 

they all build far fewer engines than other manufacturers, they 

do apply serial-production methods. ”The biggest challenge for 

us is to keep the error rate as low as possible. Our customers 

only require between 2,000 and 3,000 parts a year from us, so 

any non-conformity is a major issue,” explains Kübler. 

The production line, which was introduced two years 

ago, minimizes errors while also offering maximum flexibility. 

It includes state-of-the-art camera technology. What is more, 

the system software can be adapted to new projects as and 

Small quantities, big impact

Plant Lenningen puts its trust in flexible production line

when required. A simple alteration to the gripper device is all it 

takes when manufacturing a new product. ”Due to its tremen-

dous versatility, the system offers us real added value. It can be 

programmed for a wide range of components, and even ultra-

sonic welding is possible,” says Head of Department Michael 

Holl. Initially, production was limited to oil pans. Now, the line 

also handles intake manifolds and cylinder-head covers. 

After injection molding, the parts in question are trans-

ferred to a flexible production cell equipped with two robots. 

Each part produced has its own code that is scanned by the 

robot. The code contains all the information needed by the 

robot for processing, e.g. it knows whether bushings have to be 

pressed in or whether this step of the production process has 

already been completed. As the seals are still inserted manually 

by staff members, the system also takes care of final inspection. 

The camera system checks each component for completeness 

and perfect quality.

In total, the production line is managed by five members 

of staff, who are responsible for almost all revenue generated 

with plastic parts in Lenningen. Thanks to the flexibility and 

zero-error principle associated with the system, the company 

has seen a number of follow-up orders since its introduction – a 

successful approach to Automation 3.0.
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“Health is the 
primary duty of life” 

(Oscar Wilde, Irish playwright and poet, 1854 to 1900). 

If that’s the case, there are plenty of things we can do to improve it. All of us are the 

architects of our own fortune, even if we lead busy lives. As we launch “healthy + fit”, 

our new series on staying fit and healthy, we would like to outline our program  

of occupational integration management at our site in Dettingen/Erms. Additionally, 

ElringKlinger employee and fitness coach Christiane Dietz shares effective tips  

for unwinding after work – and introduces her weekly workout program. Additionally, 

KOCHWERK Catering GmbH presents a high-vitamin recipe.
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Society is ageing all the time, a demographic change that is reflected in 

businesses. In many cases, however, an older workforce means more health 

problems. Back pain and other musculoskeletal disorders are among the 

main causes of incapacity to work. Now anyone in Germany who is off sick 

for more than six weeks in one year – either continuously or in multiple 

absences – can take advantage of occupational integration management 

(OIM), the aim of which is to restore health and capacity to work.

The OIM scheme run by ElringKlinger at Dettingen/Erms will assist you in 

your return to work. OIM guarantees that:

• all employees with health problems or a disability will be assigned to a 

suitable permanent job.

• the ability to continue a working life is maintained.

• health constraints do not constitute a reason for unemployment.

• reintegration will be gradual and the resumption of work will take place 

step by step.

• preventive measures will improve the health of employees.

Affected persons will either be contacted or may themselves approach in 

confidence a contact person for the OIM (which comprises representatives 

of the works council and HR department, a company doctor and a repre-

sentative for severely handicapped employees if required). Participation in 

discussions and other measures is purely voluntary.

“Water, if you don’t stir it, will become clear,” goes a Tibetan proverb. When 

things are hectic in particular, it is important to harmonize body and soul 

and recharge our batteries. Releasing stress hormones has been a natural 

reaction of the body since ancient times; when this happens, reserves of 

energy are freed up and the immune system is suspended to prepare us 

for a fight or flight response. It is a long time, however, since we had to 

run from saber-toothed tigers or go hunting with spears. In contrast to our 

early days, though, the physical movement that would quickly break down 

the stress hormones released is generally absent. Proper relaxation and the 

ability to switch off is critical to our health and well-being. Christiane Dietz, 

Assistant to Management Board member Karl Schmauder in Dettingen/ 

Erms, is also a qualified and licensed trainer. In  she shares her tips for 

clearing our heads, getting fitter and performing more effectively.

Learning to relax

Returning to work made easy 
for employees with an illness

Tips from the expert 

 Sport kills stress 

Sporting activity after work is the perfect antidote to stress. It 

doesn’t really matter what kind of exercise you do, as long as 

it’s regular. People who are active are more resistant to stress 

and cope with burdens much easier; for those who don’t exercise, 

stress hormones may stay in the body for up to 48 hours. Endu-

rance sports such as jogging, cycling, hiking and swimming – as 

well as yoga, weight training and fitness routines – are ideal for 

promoting relaxation and helping you switch off.

 Time with friends and family 

Do you enjoy spending time with your friends or family after 

work? If so, excellent. Our social environment provides critical 

support in our everyday working lives and can act as a buffer to 

stress. Spending time after work with people who are important 

to us helps us relax.

 Variety is the magic word  
Devote time to a hobby, enjoy a good meal or simply read a 

good book. It’s important to experience an environment that has 

nothing to do with work when we’ve finished for the day.

 Sweet idleness 

Recreation activities should not be the cause of even more 

stress! Simply put your feet up, play your favorite music and do 

... nothing.

Learning to switch off really can be that easy.  wishes you 

a relaxing time.
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“We’ve been meeting regularly for two years now. Over that 

time the group has grown steadily, and we already had more 

than 50 staff members taking part,” reveals Christiane Dietz. 

Thanks to her qualifications in the area of spinning, legs-

bums-and-tums, toning, step aerobics and back exercises, 

there is never a chance of boredom. A ten-minute warm-up 

is followed by a thorough, all-over training routine. “Some-

times we concentrate specifically on the torso, arms or legs, 

for example,” she explains. Weights, tubes and exercise balls 

are used to support some of the exercises. “Music is also a big 

part of what we do,” continues the Assistant to Management 

Board member Karl Schmauder. The weekly training session 

concludes with some light stretching. For the whole of the 60 

minutes, all participants concentrate fully and work as hard as 

possible. Christiane Dietz encourages her colleagues to test 

their limits and puts them through their paces, which some-

times includes pushing them to their limits. Ultimately, though, 

each member of the group is free to perform the various exer-

cises to an intensity that works for them. “The great thing 

about our group is that both young and older people regularly 

attend. More and more men are also joining us for training,” 

concludes Christiane Dietz with a sense of pride.

When the gymnasium is closed during vacations, spe-

cial activities such as walking, cycling, skating and even 

zumba and step aerobics provide additional variety. An event 

open to family members and friends of employees is also in 

the pipeline.

Christiane Dietz runs a weekly after-hours 

workout program for ElringKlinger emplo-

yees in Dettingen/Erms 

Christiane Dietz’s workout group meets at the Uhland-

halle in Dettingen/Erms every Monday from 5:00 pm to 

6:00 pm. Interested members of staff are cordially invi-

ted to come along – and the sessions are free of charge. 

Strength, stamina and 
plenty of fun

fit 
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 Avocado  contains a special combination of car-

bohydrates that supply energy to the nerves and 

brain cells. One portion of avocado every day 

stimulates concentration and boosts our mood. 

Avocado also contains tryptophan, an essential 

amino acid that the body uses to generate the 

“sleep hormone“ melatonin. Tryptophan is used 

to treat high blood pressure as well as heart, kid-

ney and skin disorders. Magnesium – an impor-

tant mineral for the muscles, nerves and bones 

– is also abundant in avocado. 

 Limes  are rich in vitamin C, which boosts the 

immune system. They also contain potassium, 

which removes excess water from the body. 

Limes supply the body with iron, which promotes 

blood formation, and with folic acid, which sup-

ports cell division and thus growth.

 Chili  is attributed with many health benefits 

owing to its antioxidant and anti-inflammatory 

properties. Chili peppers have traditionally been 

recommended to treat indigestion, circulatory 

and vascular disorders, skin diseases and muscle 

pain, and are also said to be an aphrodisiac.

Dice the salmon fillet. Peel the shallot and chop very finely. Put everything 

into a bowl. Add the parsley, coriander, olive oil, soy sauce, finely grated 

lime zest and lime juice. Season to taste with the salt, pepper, chili and Thai 

chili sauce and mix well. Briefly sauté or grill the avocado halves and dress 

with the mixture. (KOCHWERK Catering GmbH) 

Salmon tartare and 
grilled avocado
Ingredients (serves 2):

200 g Salmon fillet
1 Shallot
1 Avocado (ripe but still firm)
1 Lime

+ ½ tbsp (of both) Parsley and coriander, 
   finely chopped
+ Salt, pepper, chili (or red pepper), 
   Thai chili sauce
+ 5 tbsp Olive oil
+ 2 tbsp Light soy sauce

Stay healthy this 
winter with…  
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Employees at ElringKlinger get involved in community projects 

“We need good employees for the future, and 

social skills are very important in this context.” 

Employees at ElringKlinger fully embraced these 

words of our CEO Dr. Stefan Wolf. As part of the 

high-potentials program, upcoming executive 

staff set up a barefoot path in Dettingen/Erms and 

organized a trip to the senses experience path, as 

well as to a soccer match at FC Bayern Munich. 

Our trainees are also actively involved in various 

social ventures.

“The aim of the project is to change our perspective and to 

shed our inhibitions,” says Elena Leypoldt, who spends her 

working day dealing with tax law issues. The barefoot path 

was set up by the high-potentials, together with workers from 

the Bruderhaus-Diakonie and the Danzer firm. Planning on the 

project began in early June 2013, with financial support from 

ElringKlinger. Access to the path, set up in the “Sonne” res-

idents’ association garden, is barrier-free and fulfills a thera-

peutic purpose aimed at basal stimulation. For people with a 

disability, it is important to be able to feel the different materi-

als – which include bark mulch, artificial turf and ElringKlinger 

plastic granulate. The path covers a total of six stations. Each 

individual one will in future offer a very special ”touch expe-

rience”. 

From deskwork to 
spadework

 High priority for 
 social skills Photo: Oechsner
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The second group of high-potentials set out on June 29, 2013, with residents of the Bru-

derhaus-Diakonie to Welzheim for the senses experience path to discover their skills of 

perception in breathtaking natural surroundings. The team kept its balance on a balanc-

ing path, watched the clouds from the “sky bed” and relaxed in the “forest parlor”. The 

upcoming executives also organized a joint excursion to the “comtech Arena” in Gross- 

aspach, where a friendly soccer match took place on July 13, 2013, between SG Sonnen-

hof Grossaspach and FC Bayern Munich. From the stands they were able to enjoy the 

game between the German record champion and the regional team from Baden-Wuert-

temberg right up close – a really special experience. 

Our high-potentials were unanimous in their summing up. All of them found their pro-

jects fun and took a whole range of new experiences away with them: “The encounter 

awoke our awareness of the small and beautiful things in life that we often only per-

ceive marginally because they have become routine for us.” The closing event of the 

program will take place on April 9, 

2014, when those taking part in the 

high-potentials program will pres-

ent the specialist projects that they 

have put together themselves. 

From conference room to nature and 
supporters’ terraces 

From school to 
retirement home

For one week, trainees from ElringKlinger worked 

at centers for the homeless and the elderly, as 

well as residential homes for people with disa-

bilities or mental illnesses. They describe their 

impressions in :

Henning Spreng, prospective industrial mechanic 

“The community internship at the integration support center in 

Rappertshofen gave me a completely new impression of people 

with restricted mental and physical abilities. During the week 

they went right to my heart. Being able to help them is a great 

feeling.”

Marcel Fritz, student majoring in mechanical engineering

“Working with children with limited mental and physical abilities 

has taught me to be more patient. I hope that will also help me in 

my professional life.” 

Julia Niesmak and Daniela Schaaser, 

prospective industrial clerks 

“What really surprised us was how independent people are at the 

Bruderhaus-Diakonie in Muensingen. They’ve shown us how 

important it is to judge people by their inner values. They exude 

an incredible zest for life, and that really impressed us.” 

Alexander Wörz, prospective industrial mechanic 

“I’m happy that I was able to take part in this project. You don’t get 

this sort of opportunity otherwise.”

Sigrid Moritz, training coordinator

“It was so impressive to see how the trainees came out of their 

shells at the subsequent evaluation workshop. You really get the 

feeling that they can get so much from the project for themselves, 

and that it has taken them forward as people.”

Committed to a good cause (from left)

Wojtek Kolasinski, Florian Bosler, Mehmet Cankar, Elena Leypoldt, Chris-

toph Lakeit, Markus Heberle, Florian Hummel, Yasin Gencel, Björn Betz.
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As part of the Stuttgart Automobiltag event on September 

30, 2013, ElringKlinger invited staff based at Dettingen/Erms, 

Lenningen and Bietigheim-Bissingen to visit the nearby Stutt-

gart festival at Cannstatter Wasen. At the end of the working 

day around 400 employees, some of whom brought compan-

ions, took the chance to relax in the Sonja Merz marquee with 

a cool glass of beer and some crispy roast chicken – and sup-

port a charity campaign at the same time. The visitors had the 

chance to win a car, a motor scooter and even a year’s supply 

of beer in a raffle. The winning ticket was held by the wife of 

ElringKlinger employee Stefan Schäuffele, who really hit the 

”amber nectar” jackpot. Donations were also invited, with all 

funds raised going in full to the “Drying Little Tears” initiative 

of the Regine Sixt Children’s Aid Foundation, which launches 

and promotes children’s aid projects around the world. 

Dirndl, lederhosen and party hits
The after-hours event allowed colleagues who normally com-

municate only by e-mail or telephone to get to know each 

other much better – and needless to say, it wasn’t all about 

”talking shop”.

Score of employees partied to some big German hits 

until the marquee closed at 11 pm, with many attendees 

expressing the hope that the campaign will be repeated in 

2014. Let’s wait and see...

Cheers! 
Trainees and students also enjoyed 

the staff event. 

Colleagues celebrate 
in style

Staff event at the 

Cannstatter Wasen 
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Not greens but screens in Korea 

”Hey boss, how about a game of screen golf this 

evening?” Nowadays employees at ElringKlinger 

Korea Co., Ltd. (EKKO) can often be heard asking 

for this particular pastime, because golf simula-

tors are all the rage here. 

Players tee off using conventional clubs 

and balls – not on a green, but at a special indoor 

facility. A computer calculates the ball’s trajec-

tory, then displays this on a virtual landscape via 

a projector. The impact-resistant screen also acts 

as a golf ball net. 

This makes it possible to enjoy the chal-

lenge and excitement of an 18-hole game 

regardless of the weather or time of day, and to 

strengthen relationships away from the everyday 

work situation. And, quite honestly, who wouldn’t 

want to play like Tiger Woods now and then on 

one of the finest courses in the world? 

(Tae-Kon Kim)

Indoor golf is the in thing with EKKO employees.

PEOPLE

Running for a good cause

Harry Mavropoulos, our Greece-based aftermarket customer, doesn’t just 

come into contact with the Elring brand on a professional basis. Twice a 

week before work, with three friends, he completes a circuit of the gloriously 

situated port district of Piraeus in Athens – fully kitted out in ElringKlinger 

running gear.

Now he has come up with something a little bit different that will 

generate even more local marketing. On September 29, 2013, the team 

entered the “Race for the Cure” in Athens, a charity race to raise money 

to support early detection of breast cancer. The four-strong team put in a 

tremendous performance, but more impressively, the entire Elring market-

ing bonus, which we provide for our dealers based on their total sales, was 

donated to this good cause. The Mavropoulos family will finance advertising 

activities for their undertaking out of their own pocket.

We are delighted to hear of this wonderful gesture and wish Harry 

and his colleagues continued enjoyment and success while running under 

the ElringKlinger flag. (Jens Gräßler)

Pulling out the stops for cancer care 
Harry Mavropoulos (left), our aftermarket 

customer.
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1st Stuttgart Corporate Cup

16 companies from the Stuttgart region fielded two doubles 

teams in the 1st Stuttgart Corporate Cup. The first balls were 

served on September 7, 2013, at Doggenburg Tennis Club. 

Teams from ElringKlinger also took to the court to try and 

claim the coveted challenge trophy. 

Stuttgart’s Cultural Mayor, Dr. Susanne Eisenmann, 

opened the tournament with a short speech in which she told 

the players and spectators that the entry fees would be used 

to support a Stuttgart children’s home and TC Doggenburg’s 

work with young people. 

A few short warm-ups and the tournament got under-

way. Our two doubles teams began their group phase matches, 

ably supported by substitute players and team organisers Olav 

Hahn and Detlef Manns. Our players defeated the teams from 

Privatbank Berenberg and Südwestbank, but the final group 

game brought a match against former top player and Davis 

Cup winner Carl-Uwe Steeb, who was part of the Endress 

team. Two closely fought matches packed with exciting rallies 

eventually ended in defeat, but our teams still went through to 

the quarter finals. Unfortunately, we were unlucky enough to 

come up against the favorites, who went on to win the overall 

tournament, but we went down fighting and can be very proud 

of our performance. There was no time for disappointment, as 

the end of a long day of tennis culminated in a fun get-together 

that included roasting a huge 220 kilogram ox! 

2014 will see the second edition of the Stuttgart Cor-

porate Cup. Perhaps next time it will be game, set and match 

ElringKlinger…

Game, set and 
many laughs

Our finely tuned team (from left)

Fritz Epple, Andreas Parentin, Ana-Maria 

Nedelcu, Peter Renz and Erich Amann.
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Friday, September 27, 2013
Arrival at Lake Constance! Our sailing boat the ALBWIND, 

which we will use to explore the lake over the next couple 

of days, is already awaiting us at the port of Langenargen. 

Having moved into our sleeping quarters below deck, we pre-

pare to take the lake air as evening falls.

Saturday, September 28, 2013
After a short night’s sleep, we leave our bunks to set sail for 

the first time. A beautifully sunny day is in store, but unfortu-

nately conditions are also flat calm. That doesn’t stop us from 

practicing our nautical drills and learning some complicated 

knot techniques. The first leg takes us from Langenargen to 

Lindau, from where we head for the Bay of Fussach (also 

known as Little Venice on account of the waterways perme-

ating the area). Pulling in at the harbor, we happen upon the 

local people having a wild Oktoberfest celebration. Always 

ready to do things in style, we join the throng in the time-hon-

ored manner of pirates.

In the wake of Störtebeker
Sailing on Lake Constance

On the last weekend of September, five colleagues from Lenningen and Dettingen/Erms  

set out for two days’ sailing on Lake Constance. The crew opened up the pirate’s log 

for …

Sunday, September 29, 2013
After a few hours’ sleep, we weigh anchor on the Sunday 

morning to take advantage of the freshening wind. Our tar-

get is to reach at least four knots. Setting the sails to catch 

the breeze, we sail close to the wind – and before long the 

speedometer actually reads five knots. Later we have to work 

even harder when our instructions are to tilt ALBWIND closer 

to the waterline and feel the spray coming over the sides – 

and once again we successfully perform the maneuver. That 

evening the vessel and crew cast anchor in Langenargen. 

Back on dry land, the pirates finally head for home. For a long 

time to come, no doubt, we will feast on our memories of a 

weekend when we really pushed the boat out! (Marcel Sowa)

Skipper Klaus Meißnest (far left) and his crew (from left)

Jens Carrle, Andreas Kazmaier, Marcel Sowa, Jochen Hauss-

mann and Michael Holl.
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 Over the Alps 
 by mountain bike 

  From Oberstdorf to Riva 
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7 days, 14,900 meters of climbing, 455 kilometers and a total of 58 hours on 

the bike! It’s enough to make some of our  readers break out in a cold 

sweat. Back in the summer, Florian Bosler, Simon Buck, Fabian Streit and 

Daniel Volles took on the grueling “ Transalp” challenge together with an 

employee from the company Dürr in Bietigheim-Bissingen. 

The first leg took them from Oberstdorf in Bavaria to the Freiburger Hütte 

(mountain refuge) in the Lechquellgebirge on August 23, a relatively easy 

start compared with what was to follow. Despite their “safety first” motto, 

Day 2 produced a number of falls and minor injuries during a descent. The 

Queen’s Stage, a 70-kilometer ride with 2,650 meters of climbing that took 

the team from the Heilbronner Hütte to the Sesvenna Hütte, was followed 

by sections that tested the team’s motivation to the limit. With temperatures 

below zero, sleet, faulty brakes and suspension forks, and an overnight stay 

in a 30-person camp, the conditions were not very encouraging. Finally, 

the “Joe route” (one of the most important “ Transalp” tours alongside the 

“ Heckmair route”) led the group via Trafoi, Santa Caterina and Dimaro to 

their final destination, Riva. This stretch of the route was marked by one 

climb after another, rough stretches where the bikes had to be carried on 

shoulders, breakneck descents, lost drink bottles and a few sore backsides, 

although the team enjoyed some relief en route with the world’s best Kai-

serschmarrn (sugared pancakes with raisins) at the Heidelberger Hütte, a 

dip in a pool, a sauna and a special buffet. 

We can look back on seven tiring but wonderful days with some 

unforgettable impressions: the Fimba pass, the Stilfser ridge and breathtak-

ing descents to Sur En and through the “black hole”, a dangerous tunnel. 

There was no sense at all of camp fever. We always managed to keep our 

spirits up. In fact, we are planning to do it again next year – hopefully this 

time without snow, without falling off our bikes and without faulty equip-

ment. (ElringKlinger Transalp Crew)
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Precision, synchronization 
and team spirit

Four-rider artistic cycling team 

The fans applaud as the team enters the riding area on their specialized bikes. The riders bow 

to spectators and judges, and a hushed silence ensues. Concentration is total as the tension 

rises. Slowly the bikes move off, the music plays and the routine commences with the first 

acrobatic figures with front wheels raised.
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Jennifer Schmid (19) is an artistic cyclist. For nearly six years Jennifer 

– who works for Hug – has been a team rider together with her sister 

Melanie and two other girls. Recent successes have been impressive: 

Swiss junior champions 2012, gold at the European Junior Champion-

ships 2012, several Swiss records and one world record! 

They now compete as adults, and in 2013 became Swiss 

vice-champions in the elite category. They only narrowly missed qualify-

ing for the 2013 World Championships. 

But the four girls don’t let small setbacks put them off their stride. 

”Sometimes there are tears, saddles break or we take a fall – but we just 

get up and keep on riding. We support each other to get back on track 

and set ourselves new goals,” Jennifer Schmid told us. ”Our greatest 

ambition is to be standing up there on the top podium at the World 

Championships with the Swiss national anthem playing.”

With this as their goal the team trains four or five times a week, 

and also takes part in intensive weekend squad training sessions once 

or twice a month. They do this to achieve perfect synchronization and 

precision in the four-rider combined freestyle program. 

Jennifer Schmid told us what she loves about this 

sport and how she finds a counterbalance to her 

intensive training and competition schedule. 

This aesthetic cycling sport involves demonstrating 25 different 

exercises of varying grades of difficulty, as synchronously and 

faultlessly as possible, over a five-minute period. These figures 

can be performed either ”wheels on floor” (both wheels having 

contact with the ground) or as ”raisers” (the front wheel having 

no contact with the ground), in either case travelling forwards 

or backwards. Strong stomach and back muscles, a good sense 

of balance and good body tension are essential for these exer-

cises. (www.4erkunstrad.ch)

How did you come to discover this particular sport?

When I was eight years old I took part in a holiday 

activity program that included artistic cycling. After-

wards I just had to carry on doing it.

We often find people want to know more, precisely 

because it’s a fringe sport – which of course we’re very 

pleased about. What I like most about artistic cycling 

is that a certain degree of creativity is required, as for 

example when a new freestyle program needs to be 

assembled. Also, I’ve really grown fond of the other 

three girls in my team. I find that we complement 

each other really well, and we all have the high level 

of ambition needed. 

At the moment I’m still training to become a design 

engineer with Hug Engineering AG, and I also attend 

vocational college. So that only leaves evenings or 

early mornings for sports training. We’re often to be 

found at the sports center at five in the morning. Yes, 

it can sometimes be very stressful and takes self-disci-

pline – but I really enjoy it a lot. 

Besides artistic cycling and studying I like going 

snowboarding in the mountains. I also train a group of 

female gymnasts on a weekly basis. But my family and 

friends who always give me so much support are also 

very important to me. That’s why I also try to spend as 

much time with them as possible. 

How do you manage to combine sports training with 

work commitments? 

Is there any time left for other hobbies?

What do you find so fascinating about it? 

Besides the participation in competitions, exhibition 

performances at a range of events are enormously 

important for giving this fringe sport a higher profile.
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 What a 
 show! 
David Gavaldà has worked for 16 years as a project manager at ElringKlinger S.A.U. (EKSA) in Reus 

in Spain. Much of his spare time is taken up with sport and acting. He has now trodden the boards 

for the second time with the ”Al Ras” group – to the acclaim of many colleagues.

David is a real all-rounder and excels at numerous sports, including ath-

letics. However, after 25 half marathons and three marathons he has now 

opted to take a short breather from sports to devote more time to his second 

major hobby – drama.

In the comedy ”Vacances Diplomàtiques – Diplomatic holidays” he 

plays a Spanish tourist (Joan Carbonell), on vacation with his wife and their 

daughter in a Communist country in Eastern Europe. When he has the mis-

fortune to be caught taking snaps in a prohibited area by the police, the 

family is forced to seek refuge in the Catalan Embassy. A turbulent and 

hilarious spectacle ensues. Will the family manage to escape?

Beside David Gavaldà and his wife, the drama group is made up of mutual 

friends, who came together out of a passion for acting.

But which of the two hobbies will David Gavaldà pursue next? His 

friends know only too well that even a combination of both would pose 

no problem for our ambitious ElringKlinger employee. (Marta Bello Pigem)

The stage is set for David Gavaldà.
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 “It’s more than 
 just a hobby” 
Frank Merford (48) works as a stand-by man for Hug Engineering 
AG in Switzerland� He comes from the town of Zschopau in Saxony, 
where he ran a tattoo studio for ten years after the reunification of 
Germany�          spoke to the trained floor tiler about his big passion 
that remains undimmed to this day� 

 “Your colleagues tell us you’ve got quite an unusual hobby� Just to look 
 at you, we can guess what it might be …” 

“That’s right, but actually it’s more than just a hobby. I always liked dra-

wing, and over time that developed into something else. To be honest, it 

became my true passion – I just love tattooing.”

 “That’s very interesting� Did you ever consider making a profession of 
 your pastime?” 

“That’s exactly what I did. After reunification I ran my own tattoo studio in 

Zschopau in Saxony. It was an exciting time, but it also ended up costing 

me a lot of patience and money. Training to be a tattooist is not officially 

recognized in Germany, so I had to finance everything myself. It was worth 

it, though, when my dream came true and I became the owner of my own 

studio.”

 “The studio was called Cheyenne – what is the significance of the name 
 to you?” 

“You should know that I’m a big fan of the native American culture. The 

Cheyenne are an indigenous people living in the Great Plains cultural region 

of the USA. My studio was named after them – and so was my daughter.”

 “Do you have fond memories of any customers in particular?” 

“Certainly, there are quite a few regulars I remember fondly from my self-

employed days. I was always amazed when people from New Zealand, Aus-

tralia or the USA would walk into my studio. They were just passing through 

and someone would recommend getting a tattoo done at my place. There 

were some really eccentric characters around.”

 “So how did someone from Saxony end up in Switzerland?” 

“Because of love! My girlfriend at the time always wanted to move to Swit-

zerland, which we did just over four years ago. She found a job in the area, 

I applied to Hug, and things finally worked out here in Elsau.”

 “When did you join Hug, and what are your duties?” 

“I joined the company in the spring of 2009. My job is to step in wherever 

help is needed, for instance in the processing or cooling areas. The work 

never gets boring, there’s plenty of variety.” 

 “Have you ever given tattoos to any of your workmates at Hug?” 

“Yes, my colleague Mirko Heinemann was one of them. I think he was very 

happy with the result. Since I work shifts, including some nights and week-

ends, it can be difficult to arrange a convenient appointment. I’m always 

happy to help, though, so people can come and see me any time.”

 “Do you apply any firm principles when tattooing?” 

“Yes, I certainly have my principles. Rome wasn’t built in a day, as I always 

tell my clients. I take my time when applying a tattoo. After all it’s something 

that will last for life, and if I make a mistake it’s not easy to put things right. 

Oh, there’s just one thing – I would never tattoo far right symbols – that’s 

principle number one.”

PEOPLE
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He says that the years seem to have just flown 

by. ”I have often been asked why I have spent 

my entire working career with ElringKlinger,” he 

tells us, ”The answer is simple: everything was 

just right. Good luck, opportunities at the right 

time, interesting challenges, travel, support from 

my wife and family, and having lots of fun!” In the 

course of his career he was involved in prototype 

manufacture, became an engine test technician, 

helped to set up the factory in Skelton and also 

worked in production, application engineering 

and finally product support. 

At the anniversary celebration he thanked 

the people who had travelled the same road with 

him. ”Over the last fifty years I’ve worked with 

a great many people,” he told colleagues. Some 

of these he had come to consider his friends, 

including former Director Ernie Adkins. ”Ernie 

taught me that work always has to be fun too. 

And he knew how important employees’ families 

are, and showed his appreciation of them.” Derek 

was very clear: ”Without him and his team there 

wouldn’t be an ElringKlinger (Great Britain) Ltd. 

in Redcar today.” 

He wished his successor Lauren Attley the same 

degree of support that he had himself received, 

as well as every success and happiness in the job. 

He remarked that young, capable people like her 

had good career prospects within the interna-

tional ElringKlinger Group. ”Work hard and with 

dedication,” he advised them, ”but while you’re 

doing it don’t forget to have fun!” He added that 

people should always come first, in business as in 

everything else. 

 would also like to add its best wishes –  

so goodbye, Derek, and all the very best for the 

future!

ElringKlinger Great Britain

Serving the company 
for half a century

Derek Hedges is celebrating a 50th anniversary:  

as a young man he joined Richard Klinger Ltd. in Sidcup, 

Kent, on the eastern periphery of Greater London, on 

August 26, 1963 – and stayed. Having begun as a toolma-

ker, he was a manager in product support by the time  

of his well-earned retirement on December 20, 2013. 
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trade fairs devoted to original 

equipment and aftermarket business, 

conferences and recruiting events were 

successfully organized around the 

globe during 2013.

400

bottles of beer were won by the wife of ElringKlinger employee Stefan 

Schäuffele in a raffle as part of a staff campaign at the Cannstatter 

Wasen site. Cheers!

Taking the stairs more often instead of the 

elevator at work is a simple way of keeping 

fit. Regular stair climbs burn calories, 

improve stamina and exercise the thigh, 

gluteal and calf muscles.

400 steps a day are equivalent to 15 minu-

tes of jogging – so keep count.

square meters: total floor space covered by ElringKlinger 

Group buildings around the world.

240

390,000
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132,700,000

euros of investment in the Group is planned by 

ElringKlinger in 2014.
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